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SWOT
SOUTHEAST TRANSPORTATION SWOT SUMMARY
The Southeast Alaska Transportation SWOT analysis was conducted
by 46 members of the Southeast Conference Transportation Industry
Committee in a series of meetings on February 4, April 29th, and
August 12th 2020. Participants were asked to develop key elements,
and then prioritize by individually choosing the top three items that
they felt were most representative of regional strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. The results of this exercise
are presented on the following pages.
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Transportation Strengths
Strong, reliable airline services

48%

Barge services

38%

Supports tourism
Communication/partnerships with
communities/providers
Alaska Marine Highway

24%

IFA ferry services

24%

29%
25%

Can-do/adaptive/flexible/creative attitude

20%

Haul-outs and shipyard capacity

19%

Federal funding

19%

Supports Exports: seafood, mining, timber

14%

Connecting communities

11%

Strong/reliable Multimodal connectivity/linkages

10%

Skilled workforce

10%

Private sector marine passenger transportation

10%

Postal service transportation

5%

Relatively affordable

5%

Medevac services

5%
25%
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Transportation Weaknesses
Reduction of AMHS funding/service
Lack of good plan for regional
transportation and AMHS
Small population/low economy of scale

62%
57%
35%

AMHS not reliable

29%

Not enough exports/lack of backhaul

24%

AMHS politics

21%

Lack of roads connecting communities

19%

Lack of reliability

14%

Lack of economic diversification

14%

Cost of transportation

12%

Too many crew required on AMHS

11%

Challenging geography/weather/tides

10%

Fossil Fuel Dependence

10%

Single transportation provider dependency

5%

Lack of coordinated scheduling

5%

Decline in number of small airlines in the region

5%

Lack of qualified workforce

5%

Seasonal economy/demand

5%
35%
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Transportation Opportunities
Improve AMHS services/efficiency

67%

Develop regional transportation plan

33%

Begin new ferry service (new ferry model)

31%

New road development

29%

Better relationship/connections to Canada

23%

Tourism integration

19%

Leverage tourism to grow ferry system

19%

Electric vehicles/vessels

17%

Grow exports

14%

Improve freight

14%

Reduced costs

10%

Natural gas potential availability to region

10%
5%

Stronger partnerships & coordination
0%
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Transportation Threats
Demise of AMHS

52%

Loss of state funding

38%

Loss of political support for Southeast Alaska

33%

Misconception of AMHS value

29%

Regional population/economic decline

26%

Lack of leadership to develop plan

24%

Deferred Maintenance

19%

State/federal regulations (costs, permits, time, etc)

19%

environmental groups

19%

Increasing costs

16%

Opposition to roads

14%

Loss of transportation/no alternatives

12%

Tariffs/trade wars (global markets)

10%

COVID-19

10%

Loss of federal funding

5%

Freight reduction

5%

Cost of doing business in Seattle (especially barges)

5%
0%
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TRANSPORTATION
INITIATIVES

INTRODUCTION

The Southeast Alaska
Transportation initiatives were
developed by 46 members of
the Southeast Conference
Transportation Industry
Committee in a series of
meetings in 2020.

They have been prioritized
in the order presented.

1. Sustain and Support the Alaska Marine Highway

System

2. Develop long-term, strategic, multi-modal

transportation plan

SOUTHEAST
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3. Ensure the stability of regional transportation

services.

4. Move freight to and from markets more

efficiently.

5. Ports and Harbors Infrastructure Improvements
6. Passenger transportation recovery post COVID-

19

7. Road Development

The Alaska Marine Highway System (AMHS) is facing the
dual predicament of a State fiscal crisis and a global
pandemic that especially impacts all modes of travel.

Change of governance for AMHS:

SUSTAIN AND
SUPPORT THE
ALASKA MARINE
HIGHWAY
SYSTEM

Since its first port of call, the Alaska Marine Highway has
provided access to rural communities and generated
substantial economic growth and improved quality of life for
Alaskans
It has become a vital socio-economic engine even more now
than when it was conceived half a century ago. For nearly 40
years, marine experts and consultants have recommended
changes in how AMHS is managed
From Nickum and Spaulding Associates in 1982 to Southeast
Confe ence AMHS Refo m ini ia i e o he No he n
Economics Reshaping Report, it was recognized that an
empowered management structure with members having
significant experience in business operations, transportation,
finance, labor and economic development was needed

These recommendations fall into the following
categories:

Implement Reshaping
Recommendations: Work with the State
of Alaska to implement the Alaska Marine
High a Re ha ing Wo k G o
recommendations concerning
governance, future finances and service
levels of the AMHS.

Strengthen AMHS Governance Support
Improve System Reliability
Stabilize Budget Planning

Reduce System Costs
Renegotiate Marine Union Labor
Agreements
Increase System Revenue
Leverage Road Infrastructure

SUSTAIN AND SUPPORT THE ALASKA MARINE HIGHWAY
SYSTEM

Southeast Alaska has been without a current regional
transportation plan for the region s ferries, roads,
airports, ports and harbors since the 2004 SATP was
published, since the 2014 SATP only made it into
draft form.

DEVELOP LONGTERM, STRATEGIC,
MULTI-MODAL
TRANSPORTATION
PLAN

WORK WITH THE STATE OF ALASKA TO
DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING THROUGH THE
REGIONAL SOUTHEAST ALASKA
TRANSPORTATION PLAN (SATP) PROCESS
DEVELOP AN ACTION PLAN THAT WILL
ENSURE THE REGION S MULTI-MODAL
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MEET THE
NEEDS OF THE REGION S PEOPLE AND
ECONOMY

ENSURE THE
STABILITY OF
REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES.

Alaska and Delta Airlines provide jet
service to the region, while many
smaller airlines provide connectivity
and passenger service between the
communities.
The Inter-Island Ferry Authority is a
public ferry system that provides daily
service between Prince of Wales
Island and Ketchikan.
These transportation networks are an economic
engine for the region, generating jobs, commerce,
and tourism - while also increasing community
wellbeing.

Facilitate discussions for solutions to
transportation gaps of service

ENSURE THE
STABILITY OF
REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES.

Modifications to state-owned
infrastructure may increase the
versatility of community use and
private sector participation in service
delivery.

Support a consistent program of
providing federal passthrough
dollars for continued maintenance
and operations for the Inter-Island
Ferry Authority (IFA)
This should lead to a more certain and
predictable level of service for the
long-term

MOVE FREIGHT TO AND FROM MARKETS MORE EFFICIENTLY
Freight operations are a critical component of the Southeast transportation system and regional
economy. All Southeast residents depend on the movement of goods, and barge operators carry
the bulk of freight.

Find
Find ways to
stabilize the
cost of
transporting
goods into, out
of, and within
the region.

Work
Work with the
transportation
industry to find
creative ways
to reduce the
costs for the
transportation
of goods,
especially for
less-thancontainer
loads.

Explore
Explore freight
forwarding at
the
international
border. Design
system around
large fisheries
summer
markets and
lower ferry
capacity in the
winter.

Determine
Determine the
best ways to
move
perishables to
and from
markets in
Southeast.

Ensure
Ensure that the
infrastructure
improvements
needed to
support barge
operations
move forward.

Support
Support more
frequent barge
services for
communities
with limited
freight
services,
especially in
the winter.

PORTS AND HARBORS INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
Improving the reliability and effectiveness of serving the entire
port and harbor network is essential for Southeast
Communities

Advocate for port and harbor infrastructure improvements to address
current user needs while exploring opportunities to develop these
facilities beyond traditional uses and local networks, including private
sector investment opportunities, and include infrastructure for float
planes, including floats and fueling stations

PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
RECOVERY POST COVID-19
All passenger transportation modes have
been significantly disrupted due to the
COVID-19 crisis, from air to ferry to cruise
As of September 2020, air passenger traffic
to the region is down by 58% over 2019
levels, cruise passengers are down by
99.9%, and ferry traffic has been severely
reduced.

PASSENGER
TRANSPORTATION
RECOVERY POST
COVID-19

Work with all
transportation providers
bring passengers back
safely to 2019 levels after
the COVID-19 pandemic
has curtailed.
Set strategic direction
across transportation
providers to operate
safely and within shared
mitigation measures as
the world recovers.

ROAD DEVELOPMENT

While only three communities (Haines, Skagway and
Hyder) are directly connected to highways outside of
the region, roads are the primary way to get around
within communities.

Reconfigure and extend roads to address high traffic volume corridors that can be most economically served by road
improvements
Expand use of the existing road network

Improve utilization of existing road systems while maximizing use of ferries
Develop new roads and expanded road access hi incl de
resources that are important for economic development
Continue and complete design of the access corridor
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